
Spend too much on maintenance?
AnyMaint saves 70%
Predictive maintenance platform to increase 
machine uptime


Report from anyone and 
anywhere, just send 
WhatsApp to Anymaint


Simple instruction what, when 
and how to do preventive and 
corrective maintenance

Advanced analytic to see the 
"big picture" and making

data-driven decisions

Real-time reporting Actionable data Advanced analytic

AnyMaint in Action

Create visual maintenance map, 
presenting  assets hierarchy, data and 
alerts


Create and execute proactive 
maintenance plan, avoid 70% of failures



If failure occurs, get alert immidiately from 
team members, IOT devices or WhatsApp

Summarize maintenance activity in simple 
and powerful charts, leading to 
continuous improvement action

Enjoy one platform for all activities –  real 
time reporting ,proactive  management, 
advanced analytic for better decision 
making and knowledge sharing

Why suffer from unplanned downtime instead of adopting preventative

maintenance and reducing over 70% of machine breakages? 

With AnyMaint, any machine-operating business having the ability to take proactive actions 
to prevent unplanned downtime and ensure facility operation easy and efficiently. 


All-in-one

Solution


Connected

Workforce

Fast and Easy 
Onboarding


Real-time

Actionable Data

Access from

any device



Benefits to machine-operating business


Increase profitability


Avoid the risk of unplanned downtime


Maximize machine uptime 


Reduce maintenance costs


Increase productivity

Optimize maitenance operations


Improve safety 


Connected workforce


Improve efficiency 


Helps make better data-driven decisions

Trusted by

www.anymaint.com info@anymaint.com +972-52-6174879 +972-52-3755014

Netanel Elim

Operation Manager

AnyMaint connect our team and 
provide actionable information in 
real time in the field.

With AnyMaint easy to plan , 
monitoring and manage all 
activity in one platform.

Simple and fast onboarding, 
flexible to changes.


Erez Nahir

Owner & CEO


AnyMaint helps us to increase 
profitability by maximaze 
machine uptime and reducing 
operational costs with no capital 
investment or adding extra staff. 
We avoid the rick of unplanned 
downtime by implementation of 
preventive maintenance.





David Bergel

Maintenance Manager

AnyMaint allow us react quickly 
by getting on-line alerts. 

Very user-frendly interface and 
proactive notifications helps us to 
focus on the main work and 
saves a lot of time and efforts.





